CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX

The Perception–Cognition Border: Architecture or Format?

E. J. Green

1. Introduction

The distinction between perception and cognition figures centrally in many philosophical debates, including debates about the justificatory role of perceptual experience, the cognitive penetrability of perception, and the perceptual basis of demonstrative thought. Nevertheless, despite its vital importance in philosophical theorizing, there is no consensus about how the perception–cognition border should be characterized.

This chapter juxtaposes two approaches to the perception–cognition (P-C) border: the architectural approach, which I favor (Green 2020), and the format-based approach, advocated by Ned Block in a landmark new book. Architectural approaches construe perception and cognition as separate psychological systems with restricted patterns of information flow between them. On most views, the deliverances of perception are freely available for use in thought, but cognitive influences on perception are significantly constrained. Format-based approaches characterize the border via differences in format between the representations formed in perception and cognition. Most views construe perceptual representations as depictive or imagistic, and cognitive representations as prototypically discursive or language-like.

It is difficult to compare architectural and format-based approaches in the abstract, since there are myriad varieties of both. Here I focus on my own version of the architectural approach and Block’s version of the format-based approach. After introducing my view, the dimension restriction hypothesis (DRH), I reply to Block’s objections to DRH. Next, I outline Block’s view and raise two problems for it: cognition-side challenges involving iconic elements in cognition, and perception-side challenges involving non-iconic elements in perception. Finally, I consider and rebut Block’s arguments that object perception is fully iconic.
2. The Dimension Restriction Hypothesis

On classic versions of the architectural approach (Fodor, 1983; Pylyshyn, 1999), perceptual processing unfolds without any direct access to information in cognition. Perception affects cognition, but cognition cannot affect perception except by altering the inputs to perceptual processing, such as when we make a voluntary saccade. The P-C border consists in this constraint on information flow, often called cognitive impenetrability, which grounds a divide between psychological systems.4

DRH does not adopt this strict conception of the P-C architectural divide. I side with others who hold that certain cases, such as endogenous attention (Ling andet al., 2009) and feature-based expectation (Kok et al., 2012), arguably witness genuine cognitive penetration of perception (Macpherson, 2012; Block, 2016; Wu, 2017; although see Firestone and Scholl, 2016; Gross, 2017; and Quilty-Dunn, 2020a for alternative views).

On my view, perceptual processes are coherently affected by cognition, but only in limited ways fixed by the agent’s cognitive architecture.5 Specifically, individual perceptual processes are constrained to compute over and output a restricted range of dimensions or variables.6 Cognition may alter, in magnitude or precision, the values that a perceptual process computes over for some of these variables, but not the range of variables it can compute over. Perceptual processes are dimension-restricted.

More precisely, a system S exhibits dimension restriction when there is an analysis A of S into a set of processes P₁ ... Pₙ, such that:

1. A is a functional analysis of the sort found in contemporary cognitive science. In particular, A is both natural and appropriately fine-grained.
2. Cognitive architecture constrains each of P₁ ... Pₙ to compute over and output values for a bounded class of dimensions.
3. The class of dimensions that any Pᵢ within P₁ ... Pₙ can compute over cannot be modified voluntarily through any internal psychological process.

DRH claims that perception is dimension-restricted in this sense, while cognition is not. Cognition cannot be analyzed into processes each of which is architecturally constrained to compute over and output values for a bounded class of dimensions.

Regarding (1): “Naturalness” is intended to preclude arbitrary groupings of subprocesses. Subprocesses that contribute to a single task function should be grouped into larger processes; processes subserving largely distinct functions should not. “Appropriate fine-grainedness” requires the analysis to capture the actual computational diversity within the system. An analysis of vision that bottomed out in the divide between ventral and dorsal vision would be insufficiently fine-grained, since it would fail to reflect the variety of fine-grained computations performed within both the ventral and dorsal stream.

DRH is a theory of the distinction between perceptual and cognitive processes. It does not say that the execution of a perceptual process suffices for perception. Perception is a person-level kind. DRH does not give conditions for perception in this sense.7 But, crudely, I believe that the person-level kind perception is instantiated when perceptual processes alone issue in psychological states attributable to the whole person (Green, 2020, 330–331).
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Suppose that a perceptual process computes distal size from retinal-image size and distance, capitalizing on the size–distance invariance ratio (Gogel, 1971). Then cognition might, via feature-based attention or expectation, modulate the values computed over for retinal-image size, distance, or distal size, affecting the process’s output (cp. Cañal-Bruland et al., 2011). However, such top-down influences must be filtered through the fixed range of variables to which the process has access. If these variables don’t include (say) hue, then cognition cannot direct the process to compute over hue, even though other perceptual processes compute over it.

A central aim in vision science is to analyze perceptual processes as computations over fixed ranges of variables. Examples abound. Motion perception has been argued to comprise three separate processes: first-order, second-order, and third-order motion (Lu and Sperling, 2001), and the processes are individuated by the distinct sets of variables from which they derive motion. Models of visual parsing describe how vision uses a limited range of geometrical cues to divide a complex shape into significant parts (Singh and Hoffman, 2001). A contemporary model of shape perception derives the 3D shape consistent with the retinal image that maximizes a cost function determined by compactness, surface area, symmetry, and planarity (Li et al., 2009).

What’s important about these models is not whether they are ultimately correct, but the general perspective they exemplify: Perceptual systems may be analyzed into processes each sensitive to delimitable classes of variables, and this analysis is relatively stable across time and contexts.

By contrast, I claim we cannot delimit the ranges of dimensions that cognitive processes can compute over, assuming adequate time and motivation. Theoretical models of cognitive capacities generally characterize strategies available for reasoning with different variables on different occasions, such as Bayes nets (Gopnik et al., 2004) or content-neutral heuristics (Todd and Gigerenzer, 2007). For instance, Lee and Cummins’ (2004) evidence accumulation model describes how we choose among options evaluable along multiple criteria: We consult the criteria in order of significance, assigning scores to each option, stopping when one option’s score exceeds some threshold. Importantly, no constraints are imposed on choice domains or the range of criteria consulted. The model characterizes a strategy available for choosing either restaurants or colleges and accommodates whatever criteria one deems relevant.

One might ask whether DRH is offering metaphysically necessary conditions on perceptual processing. I do not construe DRH in this sense. Rather, I hold that dimension restriction is a nomologically necessary, explanatorily deep property of human perceptual systems. It helps explain various other properties of human perception—such as the impressive speed and tractable computational costs of perception versus cognition. As Brooke-Wilson (ms.) observes, the computational costs of a process are primarily driven not by the amount of information to which it has access, but by the dimensionality of the problem it solves (roughly, the range of variables it integrates in solving the problem). By limiting the dimensions perceptual processes consult, architecture limits how many hypotheses they must consider in generating their outputs.

A key desideratum on a theory of the P-C border is that it help in adjudicating difficult cases. If we are unsure whether a state is perceptual or cognitive, we would like the theory to offer some guidance. For example, the theory should optimally weigh in on the rich–thin debate about perceptual content (Siegel and Byrne, 2016). It should help determine whether “high-level” properties like causation or animacy are genuinely
perceived or only inferred post-perceptually. A theory providing no guidance in these cases would be less useful in philosophical theorizing.

Importantly, DRH needn’t place metaphysically necessary conditions on perception to help adjudicate controversial cases. If human perception is dimension-restricted by nomological necessity, then we are licensed in using evidence about whether a process is dimensionally restricted to decide whether it is perceptual. In practice, psychologists often adopt this sort of method. Those arguing that high-level properties like causation are perceived emphasize that their recovery depends on a fixed class of cue variables. Changing these variables produces systematic changes in representation of the high-level property (Scholl and Gao, 2013; Kominsky et al., 2017).

As evidence for DRH, Green (2020) cites stark limits on how cognition can affect texture segregation (Rosenholtz, 2015) and the construction of priority maps for visual search (Wolfe and Horowitz, 2017). There are also limits on the extent to which cognitive hints about the category of a target can alter perceptual similarity relations as indexed by visual search efficiency (Cohen et al., 2017). I’ve argued that these limits are well-explained by DRH. I’ve also argued that certain evidence supporting cognitive influences on perception is well-accommodated by DRH, but not by rival versions of the architectural approach.

3. Objections to DRH

In evaluating challenges to DRH, two questions must be distinguished.

First, there is the question of which dimensions a perceptual process does compute over on some occasion. When a process is activated, it may compute over some but not all of the dimensions that cognitive architecture permits it to compute over. When it is not activated, it computes over none of the dimensions that architecture permits it to compute over.

Second, there is the question of which dimensions a perceptual process can compute over, holding cognitive architecture fixed. This is the key question for DRH. DRH holds that cognitive architecture restricts the range of dimensions that any individual perceptual process can compute over. Because changes in whether a process is active at all needn’t alter the range of dimensions it can compute over, DRH allows that cognition can cause changes to which perceptual processes are active at a time, thereby affecting which dimensions perception does represent on a particular occasion.

Now for Block’s objections. Block argues that there are two readings of DRH. The first he describes as “true but not that useful for distinguishing perception and cognition,” while the second he describes as “exciting and, I believe, false” (forthcoming, 305).

Here is the allegedly true but non-useful reading:

[T]here are features that cannot be represented in perception even though they can be represented in cognition. We can perceptually represent the colors and shapes in a painting but although we can cognitively represent the fact that it was painted by Rembrandt, we cannot represent this fact perceptually. (...) In this sense of the suggestion, it amounts to the point that there are feature dimensions that are representable by cognition but not perception. In other words, some of the features of things in the world are observable and others not. (305)
Block does not explain why this sort of view would not be useful in distinguishing perception from cognition. However, one obvious drawback is that the view could not be employed to adjudicate hard cases (e.g., causation or animacy) unless we had some independent theory of which features are observable and which aren’t. In any case, this view is not the correct reading of DRH. While it is consistent with DRH that there are features we can represent cognitively but not perceptually (and I accept this claim), this is not the fundamental constraint the view imposes on perception. DRH places constraints on the dimensions that individual perceptual processes compute over, not the dimensions that perception as a whole can represent. Critically, this framework captures situations in which there are dimensions that certain perceptual processes can compute over but other perceptual processes cannot.

For instance, Green (2020) argues that the processes responsible for constructing the priority map used in visual search are architecturally prohibited from computing over cross-shaped intersections (Wolfe and Dimase, 2003), although this feature is computed over by processes responsible for forming representations of transparency (Anderson, 1997). Likewise, Sousa et al. (2009) report that perceptually represented surface slant is available to guide visual search, but the variables used to derive surface slant are not themselves available.

The claim that individual perceptual processes are dimension-restricted is thus stronger and more interesting than the claim that perception as a whole is dimension-restricted. It is also easier to investigate empirically. It is easier to explore limits on the variables that individual processes can take into account than limits on the range of variables that perception as a whole can represent.

DRH also differs from Block’s true, non-useful claim because it posits an internal architectural difference between perception and cognition—a difference in the computational strategies they employ. I claim that perception is wholly analyzable into subprocesses each of which is architecturally constrained to compute over a bounded range of variables, while cognition is not.

Now for the allegedly false but exciting reading: “[C]ognition cannot introduce into an individual perception a new feature that would not otherwise be represented in that perception.” (Block, forthcoming, 305). Block raises challenges to this view. First, however, notice that this reading is also not equivalent to DRH. DRH says nothing about what dimensions can be introduced into an individual perceptual episode. Cognition might, consistent with DRH, affect which dimensions are represented during a perceptual episode by affecting which processes are active during that episode.

In criticizing the view he deems false and exciting, Block appeals first to cognitive effects on our perception of ambiguous figures like the “rat-man” (Figure 1). Thus:

Consider the rat-man ambiguous drawing. ... Suppose an observer sees it as a rat and does not see it as a face. Then someone tells the observer that it can also be seen as a face, resulting in the observer knowing that it can be seen as a face, and that in turn results in the observer seeing it as a face. In this way, cognition can introduce a new feature into a perception that was not represented before the effect of the cognitive state. (305)
Green (2020) used the distinction drawn earlier (the dimensions a process does compute over versus those it can compute over) to explain the influence of cognitive hints on perception of the rat-man. Specifically, the effect is mediated by attention to certain locations or low-level features of the stimulus (Meng and Tong, 2004; Slotnick and Yantis, 2005). Certain stimuli possess low-level features diagnostic of multiple incompatible higher-level categories. By selectively attending to features diagnostic of one of them, cognition may affect which higher-level perceptual processes dominate during a perceptual episode, ultimately changing which features are represented during that episode. All this is compatible with the individual processes being dimension-restricted. The lower-level processes are architecturally limited to computing over a restricted range of lower-level dimensions, and the higher-level processes are likewise limited to computing over a restricted range of lower-level and higher-level dimensions.

The rat-man figure contains features diagnostic of both faces (e.g., human eyes and nose) and rats (e.g., a long stringy tail). The cognitive hint that the figure can be seen as a face causes the perceiver to attend selectively to features diagnostic of face-hood. It is a “selection effect.” When these features are attended, they are prioritized for further processing and are more likely to activate higher-level processes dedicated to the categories for which they are diagnostic—for instance, processes of face analysis housed in the fusiform face area (Kanwisher and Yovel, 2006; Andrews et al., 2002). Thus, perception is more likely to represent the figure as a face, or at least a face-gestalt.

Block objects to this account as follows:

Green seems to think that if an effect is a “selection” effect, it does not impinge on the DRH. But why? Perhaps the idea is that selection would have to operate on dimensions that are already being computed over in the perception, so no new dimensions are introduced. But Green gives no evidence that when one is seeing the stimulus as a rat, there is already a face-dimension that is being computed over. (306)

But the issue is not whether cognition can change which dimensions are “computed over in the perception” when viewing the rat-man. I do not hold that face-hood must already be represented when the stimulus is seen as a rat, so I owe no evidence for this claim. Rather, the view is that cognition can affect which perceptual processes are active during an episode, thus affecting which dimensions are represented during that episode. Face-hood is not represented before the hint, but is represented afterward, because voluntary attention affects which higher-level perceptual processes are dominant. It does not, however, alter the dimensions that these processes can compute over.
Block later wields the famous Dalmatian image against DRH (cp. Nes et al., 2021, 17), but this argument has the same problem. My account of the Dalmatian mirrors the rat-man. Following a hint that the picture contains a dog, the subject preferentially attends to geometric or textural features diagnostic of animals (Long et al., 2017; Schmidt et al., 2017). We possess tacit knowledge about such diagnostic features. We use this knowledge to allocate attention to them, thereby activating higher-level perceptual processes dedicated to the analysis of animal shapes, increasing the likelihood of discriminating the Dalmatian.

This concludes my discussion of Block’s objections. I turn to Block’s format-based account.

4. The Full Iconicity View

Format-based approaches characterize the P-C border via differences in the formats of perceptual and cognitive representations. Block (forthcoming) argues that certain features, including iconicity, are constitutive of and necessary for perception, but not cognition. Thus:

The constitutive iconic format and non-conceptual and non-propositional nature of perceptual representation provide necessary conditions of perceptual representation ... (48)

Perception is constitutively non-propositional, non-conceptual and iconic, and cognition does not constitutively have any of these properties. (390)

To assess these claims, we must know what Block means by “iconic,” “non-conceptual,” and “non-propositional.” Block’s claims about the explanatory relations among iconicity, nonconceptuality, and nonpropositionality also help settle an important interpretive issue with the theory.

Start with “iconic.” Block endorses an analog tracking and mirroring (ATM) conception of iconicity, explained thus:

Analog tracking and mirroring obtains when there is a set of environmental properties and a set of representations of those environmental properties such that:

1. Certain differences in representations function as responses to differences in environmental properties in a way that is sensitive to the degree (and also kind) of environmental differences. (...)
2. Certain differences in representations function to alter the situation that is represented in a way that depends on the degree (and also kind) of representational change.
3. Certain relations (including temporal relations) among the environmental properties are mirrored by representations that instantiate analogs of those relations. (Block, forthcoming, 146–147)

A mercury thermometer illustrates the type of system Block has in mind. The representations are mercury volumes of varying heights and the environmental properties are temperatures. Differences in mercury height function as responses to differences in temperature, and degree of change in height is proportional to degree of...
change in temperature. Mercury volumes track particular temperatures, while relative heights of the mercury volumes mirror relations among the temperatures.\(^9\)

As Block acknowledges, ATM is not the only notion of iconicity. Green and Quilty-Dunn (2021) employ a different notion characterized by two principles. First, the parts principle: Parts of an iconic representation represent parts of what the whole representation represents (Fodor, 2007). Second, the holism principle: Parts of iconic representations explicitly represent properties along multiple dimensions simultaneously, and not by composing discrete representations of each of those properties (Quilty-Dunn, 2020b; Davies, 2021). The Parts+Holism conception is well-equipped to capture the multidimensional richness of prototypical icons like pictures, which efficiently convey abundant information along many dimensions (Dretske, 1981, 137–138), and also the low-cost binding of dimensions in high-capacity stores like iconic memory (Quilty-Dunn, 2020c).\(^10\)

I believe that Block’s equation of iconicity with analogicity collapses distinctions among representational systems that our taxonomy of formats ought to capture, but I cannot explore these matters presently. More urgently, there is a risk of dialectical confusion. Green and Quilty-Dunn argue that some perceptual representations—object files—are not iconic in the Parts+Holism sense. Block argues that all perceptual representations are iconic in the ATM sense. Because analog representations needn’t satisfy the parts principle (Clarke, 2022), one might conjecture that object files are analog, and thus iconic by Block’s lights, but not iconic in the Parts+Holism sense. Indeed, Green and Quilty-Dunn granted that object files might have analog constituents (2021, fn. 16).

However, our disagreement is not purely verbal. Green and Quilty-Dunn’s theory of object-file format remains incompatible with the view that object files are fully iconic when “iconicity” is understood in the ATM sense. For, while we allow that some constituents of object files might be analog, we deny that all their constituents are analog (see Section 5.2).

Having flagged these issues, for convenience I’ll use “iconic” in Block’s sense in what follows.

Now for “nonconceptual” and “nonpropositional.” While some apply these labels to contents (Peacocke, 1992), Block applies them to states or representations (cp. Byrne, 2005). For Block, a representation counts as (non)conceptual or (non)propositional thanks to its functional role. Conceptual representations are composed of concepts, which Block characterizes as “representational ... elements that constitutively function in propositional thought, reasoning, problem-solving, (...) and other cognitive processes” (Block, forthcoming, 140). Propositional representations are characterized by their “role in content-based transitions in cognitive processes such as reasoning, inferring, thinking and deciding” (144). Presumably, nonpropositional representations are those that do not function to participate in such processes.

Block argues that perceptual representations are nonconceptual and nonpropositional on the grounds that they lack complex logical structure, and thus (says Block) cannot participate in deductive inferences like disjunctive syllogism. For example, perception cannot represent contents like \(x\) is red or green. This logical noncomplexity is allegedly explained by iconic format:

The fact that perception cannot be conjunctive, disjunctive, conditional, negative or universal is tied to the iconic format of perception. To have productive disjunction, conjunction, etc., there must be format elements that play the role of logical constants. (…)
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Analog mirroring involves a correspondence between degrees of difference in representational parameters and what is represented. It is hard to see how a representation that is iconic by that standard could be a logical constant. (Block, forthcoming, 164)

To represent logical complexity, Block thinks a representation would need constituents expressing logical constants. But it’s unclear how logical constants could be encoded iconically (cp. Rescorla, 2009). This aspect of Block’s account is crucial, since it purports to explain why iconicity, nonconceptuality, and nonpropositionality cluster together: Iconicity partially explains the other two.

Now the interpretive issue. Block’s claim that “constitutive iconic format [provides a] necessary condition of perceptual representation” (48) permits two interpretations. First, that necessarily, every perceptual representation possesses at least some iconic constituents. Second, that necessarily, every perceptual representation consists wholly of iconic constituents. Call the first Partial Iconicity, and the second Full Iconicity. Block does not say which he intends, but his view of the explanatory role of iconicity reveals that he must embrace Full Iconicity. For, if perceptual representations were constitutively iconic only in the Partial Iconicity sense, their iconicity could not be used to explain why they lack logical complexity, and so couldn’t explain their inaptness for deductive inference.

It is easy to develop hybrid systems combining analog constituents and logical constants. Johnson (2015) gives an example. Suppose we need a system for representing spatial relations among 2D shapes—such as the scenario in Figure 2:

![Figure 2](source: Johnson (2015)).

We might produce a full depiction of the scenario that reproduces all of its spatial features. However, another option is to represent the shapes iconically while representing spatial relations symbolically, combining representations of pairs of objects in relations by conjunction, as in Figure 3:

![Figure 3](source: Johnson (2015)).

Here, “R,” “S,” and “T” stand arbitrarily for particular spatial relations without analog mirroring, while the shapes entering these relations are represented iconically. The system combines iconic constituents with logical connectives. We could further enrich the system with connectives for disjunction, if–then, and so on.

Crucially, if Block held only that all perceptual representations possess some iconic constituents, he could not rule out that they explicitly represent logical structure. Partial Iconicity is compatible with formats like that in Figure 3. To explain perception’s inaptness for logical inference, Block must embrace Full Iconicity.

How Should We Understand the Distinction
5. Challenges to Block’s Format-Based View

I contend that the iconic/noniconic distinction is simply a distinction between broad, internally diverse categories of mental representation. It is an explanatorily significant distinction, but it does not align with the P-C border. To motivate this perspective, I raise two sorts of challenge to Block’s view. Cognition-side challenges emphasize the role of iconic elements in cognition. Perception-side challenges emphasize the role of noniconic elements in perception.

5.1. Iconic Representations in Cognition

Suppose Block is correct that perception is fully iconic—an assumption I’ll question below. He grants that fully iconic representations are also used in cognition: namely, in imagistic cognition (forthcoming, 21–22, 187–192), mental arithmetic (forthcoming, 185–186; Walsh, 2003), and map-based spatial navigation (forthcoming, 103, 141).

This raises a problem. For Block, imagistic cognition, mental arithmetic, and spatial navigation are cognitive processes, but they utilize iconic, nonconceptual representations. Indeed, there seems nothing to prevent some of these processes (or at least instances of them) from being fully iconic and nonconceptual. How, then, can Block use iconicity to characterize the P-C border?11

Block’s primary reply is that while perception is constitutively iconic and nonconceptual, cognition isn’t. Cognitive processes may happen to be fully iconic and nonconceptual, but such features are not necessary for cognition (forthcoming, 21–22, 48, 178). This position faces two challenges.

First, Block owes an explanation of why fully iconic episodes of imagistic cognition or mental arithmetic should be classified as cognitive rather than perceptual, given that they possess the very features allegedly constitutive of perception.12 Perhaps the classification is supported by mere intuition, or perhaps by some further objective property that perceptual processes possess but analog mental arithmetic (say) does not. The first option fits poorly with Block’s stated aim of characterizing the P-C border scientifically rather than from the armchair (forthcoming, 41–43). And if Block chooses the second option, he owes an account of what the further property is. Moreover, he must explain why this property doesn’t suffice on its own to demarcate perception from cognition, rendering iconicity superfluous.

Second, Block’s concession that the constitutive features of perception are shared with many cognitive processes undercuts his account’s capacity to meet the desideratum mentioned earlier: adjudicating hard cases. We want a theory of the P-C border to help resolve disputes such as whether causation is perceived. But on Block’s view, even if we learned that causation is represented iconically, this wouldn’t settle the issue. For it wouldn’t settle whether causation is perceived or instead recovered through imagistic cognition. Indeed, it’s not clear whether learning that some mental state is iconic should even raise our confidence that it is perceptual.

Block (2014, forthcoming) introduces several “signature markers” of perception, such as adaptation and efficient visual search. He might reply that we can use such markers to settle difficult cases like causation (Rolfs et al., 2013). I agree that some of Block’s markers are useful here (Green, 2017). However, the markers are independent of the format-based view. Proponents of the architectural approach can agree that such
features increase the probability that a state is perceptual. Indeed, they are employed by scientists who remain dubious of the format-based view (Hafri and Firestone, 2021). I suggest that iconicity does not confer any additional adjudicatory power beyond the signature markers.

5.2. Noniconic Representations in Perception

I now argue that Full Iconicity is incorrect. Not every perceptual representation is composed entirely of iconic constituents. My case study will be the role of singular constituents in object perception.

Object files are representations that subserve our ability to perceptually track objects through motion and change. Experimental evidence for object files derives from several paradigms:

Object-reviewing: Subjects see a pair of objects, and preview features (e.g., letters or shapes) briefly appear within the square wireframes before vanishing. Next, the wireframes shift locations. Finally, a test feature appears in one of them, and the subject reports whether it matches either of the preview features. Responses are faster when there is a match, but faster still when a feature reappears within the same wireframe as before (Kahneman et al., 1992; Noles et al., 2005). This is an object-specific preview benefit (OSPB). According to object-file theory, when the preview feature appears, a representation of the feature is entered into the relevant file. This representation remains in the file after the feature has vanished. When a new feature appears within an object, responses to it are speeded if it matches information already stored in the relevant file. OSPBs are used to index object-file maintenance; an OSPB indicates that a single file was maintained throughout the interval between preview feature and test feature.

Multiple-object tracking (MOT): Subjects see a display of randomly moving objects and need to track a subset of them. While there is no fixed limit on how many objects can be tracked (Alvarez and Franconeri, 2007), in typical conditions subjects track around 4 objects with high accuracy, after which performance deteriorates (Pylyshyn and Storm, 1988). Most feature changes make little difference to tracking accuracy (vanMarle and Schöll, 2003; Zhou et al., 2010), and it is easier to track objects in MOT than to also retain information about their color, shape, or category (Cohen et al. 2011). Finally, OSPBs are enhanced for tracked objects in MOT, suggesting that a common system of object representation is involved in both tasks (Haladjian and Pylyshyn, 2008).

There is also evidence that object files are deployed in apparent-motion perception (Odic et al., 2012; Stepper et al., 2019), transsaccadic memory (Schut et al., 2017), and visual working-memory (VWM) tasks (Hollingworth and Rasmussen, 2010). They may also account for certain serial dependence effects, where perception of a feature is biased toward features seen recently (Collins, 2021).

How does object-file theory explain the tracking of objects through change? Green and Quilty-Dunn (2021) propose that object files comprise two components: a singular constituent that sustains reference to an object over time without encoding any of its features (Pylyshyn, 2007), and a feature store where representations of current and past features of the object (tagged accordingly) are retained. When tracking an object through change, a token singular constituent remains assigned to it while representations in the feature store are replaced. The maintenance of a file is determined by the
singular constituent: An object file is maintained for an object throughout an interval just in case the object is denoted by the same singular constituent throughout that interval.

Singular constituents are key to explaining how object files resolve the correspondence problem. Suppose that multiple objects are visually differentiated at time T1 and time T2. The correspondence problem is that of determining, for each object at T1, which object (if any) at T2 is a continuation of it (Dawson, 1991). In resolving this problem, plausibly the visual system does not explicitly represent facts about identity or persistence. Instead, I suggest, it solves the problem implicitly, through maintenance of singular constituents. Object O2 is treated as a continuation of object O1 when the same singular constituent denotes both of them. Coreference between the perceptual representations of O1 and O2 is coreference de jure, in Recanati's (2020) sense. Singular constituents explain our capacity to apprehend object continuity without overintellectualizing this capacity.

Singular constituents do not possess iconic format under ATM. First, ATM characterizes representations of properties. Singular constituents represent particulars only, without encoding any properties, so do not fall within its scope. Second, singular constituents are not ordered by a similarity relation on their syntactic properties that mirrors a similarity relation on the objects they denote. For this to obtain, there would need to be a systematic correspondence between the syntactic properties of singular constituents and certain properties of the denoted objects. But there cannot be. Like demonstratives, singular constituents of the same syntactic type are used to pick out arbitrarily different objects on different occasions (e.g., a red square, then a blue circle), preventing such systematic correspondence. Thus, singular constituents are not iconic according to ATM. If perceptual object representations possess singular constituents, then they possess some noniconic constituents, and Full Iconicity is false.

Block grants that singular constituents would not be iconic but claims we don’t need them to explain perceptual reference to particulars or the perception of object continuity during tracking. Instead, these capacities are supposedly explained by the functional role of fully iconic object representations (Block, forthcoming, 181). How does functional role do this explanatory work? To explain tracking, Block emphasizes the continued representation of “Spelke-object” properties like cohesion and spatiotemporal continuity:

Does tracking behind occluders show that the perceptual representations must have a singular format element and so are not iconic? A dynamic conception of iconic representations would embody constraints on iconic object representations like those on “Spelke objects”: (1) cohesion, (2) contact and (3) continuity. ... These constraints were first formulated by Elizabeth Spelke on the basis of experiments on infants, but the same constraints apply to multiple object tracking in adults, suggesting that they are built into the visual system. When objects fail these constraints, multiple object tracking fails. ... On a dynamic conception of iconic representation, an iconic representation can persist through changes that do not destroy its dynamic integrity. (forthcoming, 180).

It’s unclear what Block means by the “dynamic integrity” of an iconic representation. Nonetheless, the idea seems to be that an object is tracked (and treated as continuing) as long as its iconic representation “persists”—that is, is maintained by the perceptual system—and that an iconic representation persists just in case it continues to represent
Spelke-object properties like cohesion and spatiotemporal continuity. The functional role of the representation disposes it to be discarded when the object no longer possesses these properties, but maintained otherwise.\textsuperscript{13}

This proposal is empirically inadequate. Perceptual tracking does not systematically fail whenever objects lose Spelke-object properties (Green, 2018, 2019). Consider cohesion, which Block characterizes as the principle that “objects maintain their connectedness and their boundaries as they move” (forthcoming, 180; cp. Spelke, 1990; Carey, 2009). vanMarle and Scholl (2003) found that when closed polygons presented at the beginning of an MOT trial fragmented into pieces that moved as a tight cluster, tracking performance was unchanged from the standard MOT condition (see Wynn et al., 2002 for convergent findings with infants). Subjects could track as many noncohesive groups as cohesive objects.\textsuperscript{14} Studies also show that tracking improves when targets exhibit common motion or color, suggesting that gestalt principles like common motion can be used to form individual noncohesive units for tracking (Erlikhman et al., 2013).

Contra Block, perceptual object representations are not systematically discarded when objects visibly lose cohesion. Neither are they systematically maintained whenever objects visibly retain cohesion while traversing continuous paths. Moore et al. (2010) ran a version of the object-reviewing paradigm in which objects abruptly changed color as they moved and found that the OSPB was eliminated under these conditions. That is, there was no object-specific priming effect when objects suddenly changed color between the appearance of the preview feature and the test feature (cp. Jiang, 2020). Sudden feature changes that preserve Spelke-object properties can disrupt perceived object continuity, as indexed by the OSPB.

Studies of the flash-lag illusion also suggest that perceived object continuity can be disrupted without cohesion/continuity violations. In this illusion, a disc proceeds along a circular path. When it reaches a certain location, a flash appears next to it. The disc is typically seen as “ahead” of the flash although the two were spatially aligned. Plausibly, this is because the spatial relation between the disc and the flash is determined using an updated record of the disc’s location—not its actual location during the flash. Crucially, Moore and Enns (2004) found that when the disc abruptly shrunk alongside the flash before reverting to its original size, the flash-lag illusion was eliminated. They explain this in terms of a disruption of perceived object continuity. Despite spatiotemporal continuity and cohesion,\textsuperscript{15} the size change is taken to mark the onset of a new object, which is taken to vanish when the disc reverts to its original size. Because the fleeting “shrunken disc” does not have its represented location updated, a record of its actual location during the flash is preserved, eliminating the illusion.

In the foregoing experiments, the visual system continues to represent certain feature bundles over time (color, shape, etc.), and the bundles are visibly spatiotemporally continuous. Nonetheless, they are not taken to correspond to a single persisting object. Why not? I suggest it is because representations of the features fail to be concatenated with a single token singular constituent throughout the episode. Block’s account provides no explanation of these findings.

There is another problem afflicting any view aiming to explain perceived object continuity simply by appeal to continuity in the iconic representation of certain properties or property clusters. The evidence indicates that the perception of object continuity is
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not linked in any direct way to continuity in the representation of any given property cluster. Rather, it is determined flexibly by different collections of properties in different contexts.

For example, while color is typically irrelevant to tracking in MOT, Papenmeier et al. (2014) showed that this isn’t true when the perceptual representation of spatiotemporal properties is unreliable. Subjects performed a typical MOT task. During tracking, brief disruptions occurred wherein the display was suddenly rotated or zoomed. When targets had unique colors that remained stable through the disruption, tracking was superior to a homogenous condition, where all objects were featurally identical. Performance was worst in a “swap” condition where targets traded colors with distractors during disruptions. Importantly, color-swapping did not measurably affect tracking when swaps didn’t coincide with a spatiotemporal disruption. When spatiotemporal information is unreliable, the visual system turns to color in determining object continuity, although color is essentially ignored in other contexts.

These findings, alongside others discussed by Quilty-Dunn and Green (2021), suggest that perception of object continuity is a distinct capacity that cannot be reduced to continuity in the perceptual representation of any given property cluster. There is no cluster of properties such that the perception of object continuity invariably depends on continuity in the representation of that cluster. This raises serious difficulties for any view like Block’s which purports to explain perceived object continuity solely via continuity in the representation (iconic or otherwise) of some particular class of properties.

Thus, there is evidence that object files possess singular constituents and so are not fully iconic. Block’s iconic account of perceptual tracking is empirically inadequate, and no successor to the view looks promising. While I agree with Block that perceptual representations denoting the same object at different times share aspects of their functional role, we need an account of what underwrites this functional-role commonality. Singular constituents provide an account. Block has offered no viable alternative.

Before moving on, I briefly address another issue that deserves longer discussion. Block (forthcoming, 207–217; this volume) contends that object-reviewing and VWM studies probe a distinct system of object representations from MOT and apparent motion, and that the latter representations are perceptual while the former are confined to working memory. He concludes that the term “object file” is ambiguous and should be dispensed with.

First, the case against Full Iconicity just developed didn’t depend essentially on object-reviewing or VWM results, so even if Block’s multisystem view were correct, it would not undercut these arguments. Block (this volume) suggests that the case for “syntactic separation” between singular constituents and feature representations applies only to representations in working memory, not perceptual representations. But this is incorrect. The evidence for syntactic separation derives from patterns in the visual resolution of the correspondence problem. Block himself grants that the correspondence problem is solved in perception, so he cannot disregard this evidence. Whether there is also a distinct system object representation employed in VWM is irrelevant.

Furthermore, Block’s arguments for multiple object-file systems can be resisted. He observes that, in object-reviewing studies, we lack conscious experience of preview features after they have vanished, and infers that representations of preview features are nonperceptual during the retention period between preview and test. Two replies
are available. First, one might contend that preview features are encoded by unconscious perceptual representations during retention. Second, even if representations of preview features fail to play a perceptual role during retention, this does not show that the object representations of which they are constituents are nonperceptual. Object files are complex representations possessing certain constituents representing current features and others representing past features. Irrespective of whether past-feature constituents play a perceptual role, the file itself is perceptual, since it underlies the perception of object continuity throughout the retention interval. One shouldn’t assume that whenever a complex representation plays a perceptual role, all its constituents must also play a perceptual role. Finally, there is both behavioral and physiological evidence that common object representations are employed in MOT and VWM (e.g., Fougnie and Marois, 2009; Drew et al., 2011).

6. Block on Iconic Object Representations

I turn to Block’s positive arguments for iconic object representations. Block adduces evidence that perceptual object representations are integrated with representations of spatial properties, which he takes to be uncontroversially iconic. He contends that such integration indicates that object representations are iconic too.

First, recall that the key question is not whether there are iconic object representations, but whether all perceptual object representations are iconic. Even if Block’s evidence established some iconic object representations, it wouldn’t establish Full Iconicity. Moreover, Full Iconicity requires not just that all perceptual representations have some iconic constituents, but that they have only iconic constituents. Establishing certain iconic constituents is not enough.

Now for the evidence. Block appeals to a study described by Nakayama et al. (1995, 37–38). Subjects saw the pair of frames depicted in either Figure 4A or Figure 4B. In the former case, binocular disparity cues indicated that the white bars were in front of the black rectangle, so the bars were seen as disconnected. In Figure 4B, disparity cues

specified the white bars as behind the rectangle, so they completed amodally, forming a diamond-shaped figure. When subjects saw the frames in Figure 4A in succession, the white bars appeared both to move downward and rotate during their movement. By contrast, in Figure 4B, subjects saw nonrotational movement of a white diamond.

How do these results bear on the format of object representations? The key case is Figure 4A. Block writes:

What makes these representations perceptual is that the bars look like they are moving and rotating. What suggests they are iconic is the presence of intermediate stages of rotation and translation (i.e., vertical movement). The apparent motion results are direct evidence for the iconicity of object perception because they exhibit the smooth variation indicative of analog mirroring. (201)

However, the fact that the bars were represented as rotating through intermediate stages does not constitute direct evidence that they were represented iconically. Suppose that their orientations were encoded digitally via symbols bearing no nonarbitrary relation to orientation. We would still predict that the bars would be represented as rotating through intermediate stages, simply given the computational task of mechanisms of apparent-motion perception. These mechanisms must determine the most likely trajectory of the bars between frames 1 and 2. Since smooth rotation is the most likely trajectory (objects don’t rotate discontinuously), we would expect a well-designed digital system to represent the bars as rotating through intermediate stages. The result would have been predicted on any model of apparent-motion perception, regardless of format.

Block’s case differs from the superficially analogous case of mental rotation (Shepard and Metzler, 1971). In mental-rotation experiments, subjects take longer to match objects across orientation differences with greater angular separation between them. This result is taken to suggest that subjects rotate depictions of the objects through intermediate orientations (Block, 1983; Quilty-Dunn, 2020c). What makes this argument prima facie compelling is that there is no obvious reason to expect a discursive system to represent smooth rotation when comparing objects in mental-rotation experiments, since this is irrelevant to the shape-matching task. Precisely the opposite is true in Block’s case. A discursive system of apparent-motion perception would need to represent the white bars as smoothly rotating, since this is their most likely trajectory, and its task is to represent their most likely trajectory.

Moreover, even if the results did mandate analog representations of orientation, a hybrid model could readily accommodate them. Perhaps object representations encode orientation in analog form, and the representation of smooth rotation involves gradual alterations of these analog constituents. This would be consistent with the view that object representations also possess non-analog singular constituents, and even with Green and Quilty-Dunn’s (2021) model of object files.

Block also cites the role of object representations in guiding attention as evidence for iconicity. He argues that to guide attention, object representations must be integrated with spatial representations. This allegedly shows that objects and space are represented in a common iconic format: “[O]bject representations in perception are integrated with other representations in perception, notably spatial representations, arguing against the ... view that perceptual object representations have different formats from other perceptual representations” (201).
Block appeals to several cases of object-based attention. Drawing sweeping conclusions from such findings is risky, since, as Hollingworth et al. (2012) note, “[O]bject-based attention is likely to be composed of multiple distinct mechanisms of selection” (136). The visual system might, for instance, form both iconic and noniconic representations of objects, both of which are available for guiding attention.

In any case, object-based attention does not convincingly support iconic object representations. Instead, the evidence suggests that object representations are just one among many information sources, both perceptual and cognitive, recruited to guide attention. Given the diversity of this array, there is unlikely to be any format-based constraint on attention guidance. The fact that object representations are integrated with spatial representations in the manner needed to guide attention is evidence neutral regarding their format.

Here are two examples Block discusses:

*Same-object advantage (SOA):* Participants see two rectangles. A brief cue appears at one end of one of the rectangles. After a brief delay, a target appears, and subjects must identify it. Responses are fastest on “valid” trials where the target appears at the cued location. More interestingly, responses are faster when the target appears at invalidly cued locations within the same object as the cue than when it appears in the other object, even when cue–target distance is held constant (Egly et al., 1994).

*Object-based inhibition of return (IOR):* When subjects are cued to attend to a location, they are initially faster to detect a target at that location (within about 150 ms), but subsequently slower to detect the target, suggesting a bias against revisiting recently attended locations. IOR can be object-based. If subjects are cued to attend to an object, then (after a delay) they are slower to detect a target appearing within that object even if it moves in the interim (Tipper et al., 1994).

Thus, object representations are sufficiently integrated with spatial representations to guide attention with respect to location. However, such integration does not show that they are iconic.

Sarah Shomstein and colleagues have gathered impressive evidence that attention guidance is a flexible operation sensitive not just to objects but also to high-level goals and expectations. Importantly, object-based guidance, as indexed by either SOA or IOR, can be abandoned in favor of other forms of guidance depending on the perceiver’s degree of uncertainty or expectations of reward (Shomstein and Yantis, 2002; Drummond and Shomstein, 2010, 2013; Nah and Shomstein, 2020).

Shomstein and Johnson (2013) ran a version of the two-rectangle paradigm described above. In a no-reward condition, they found the normal SOA: faster identification of invalidly cued targets in the same object. However, when subjects received higher reward for identifying targets in the noncued object, space-based effects remained (targets were identified faster at the cued location), but the object-based effect reversed. Subjects were faster to detect targets in the other object than in the same object. Thus, attention was guided not only by perceptual object representations but by beliefs about reward contingencies. Similar effects can also be induced by manipulating subjects’ degree of uncertainty about target location—if the cue is predictive of the target appearing in another object, then attention can be biased toward that object over the same-object location (Drummond and Shomstein, 2010; Nah and Shomstein, 2020).

According to the attentional prioritization model, object-based attention involves the combined operation of two mechanisms (Shomstein, 2012). The first is space-based
and inflexible. When a location is cued, this automatically initiates a gradient of attention assigning higher priority to locations near the cue than those further away. The second mechanism is assigned flexibly given the subject’s task and background knowledge. Object-based guidance reflects a default setting of this second mechanism. When other information isn’t available, the mechanism opts to prioritize locations within a cued object (Shomstein, 2012, 165). However, object representations are but one source of information available to this mechanism, which also consults cognitive expectations and goals.

The attentional prioritization model is not universally accepted (Hollingworth et al., 2012). Nevertheless, there is compelling evidence that attentional guidance depends on the perceiver’s expectations and goals. This datum suggests that mere integration with iconic spatial representations cannot suffice for iconicity.

Assume that, at some stage, the visual system represents spatial regions iconically, and this representation is directly involved in attention allocation. If we accept that any representation used to attentionally prioritize certain locations over others must also be iconic, then we would have to conclude that the subject’s expectations about reward contingencies are iconic as well. But this conclusion is plainly unwarranted. From the Shomstein and Johnson study, all we should conclude is that the subject cognitively represents contingencies between target locations and rewards, and these representations causally interact with the spatial representations mediating attention allocation.

The object-based attention case is analogous. Mechanisms of attention guidance must have access to object representations, and those representations must specify, in some format or other, the region an object occupies. Moreover, there must be coordination between object representations and lower-level spatial representations. (Object representations may even induce “grouped arrays” within spatial representations; Hollingworth et al., 2012, 147.) But just as we are not warranted in concluding that beliefs about reward contingencies are iconic, we shouldn’t conclude this about object representations. The fact that attention guidance recruits a diverse array of information sources suggests that there is no format-based constraint on attention guidance.

Block claims that graded effects in object-based attention offer further evidence for iconicity. First, the SOA is stronger when objects are topologically closed than when they are open (Marino and Scholl, 2005). Block writes: “If there was a radical format difference between object-perception and other perception, one would not expect such gradual effects” (203). Second, he observes that both the SOA and object-based IOR are graded phenomena. The effects are strongest near the cued location on an object and weaker further away (Hollingworth et al., 2012).

However, these effects are explainable on the attentional prioritization model without commitment on the format of object representations. The first effect suggests that mechanisms of attention guidance have access not just to information about object location but also object topology. The mechanism more heavily prioritizes locations within a cued object when it is closed. Still, there is no format-based constraint on attention guidance, so we shouldn’t conclude anything about the format in which topology is represented. The second effect may be explained by concurrent operation of the first mechanism of prioritization, which is purely space-based. Neither explanation requires commitment to iconic object representations.

Block’s evidence fails to demonstrate that perceptual object representations even have iconic elements. In any case, recall that Block needs to establish Full Iconicity. It is
not enough to show that object representations have iconic elements. Block’s arguments that they must encode spatial features iconically in order to guide attention would only support Partial Iconicity, not Full Iconicity. I contend that Block has failed to establish even the weaker thesis.

7. Conclusion

This chapter has juxtaposed two approaches to the perception–cognition border: architectural approaches, which appeal to architecturally-based constraints on information flow between perception and cognition, and format-based approaches, which appeal to format differences between perceptual and cognitive representations. I sketched my preferred version of the architectural approach and answered objections to it. I then considered Ned Block’s version of the format-based approach and argued that it faces serious difficulties.18

Notes

1 See also Fodor (1983), Pylyshyn (1999), Firestone and Scholl (2016), Mandelbaum (2018), and Quilty-Dunn (2020a, 2020b).
3 For reasons of space, I cannot consider other views of the border here—e.g., stimulus-dependence (Beck, 2018; Phillips, 2019), phenomenological accounts (Montague, 2019), or eliminativist accounts which reject the P-C border (Clark, 2013; Lupyan, 2015). See Nes et al. (2021) for discussion of these options.
4 I am shirking certain subtleties. There are various versions of the impenetrability thesis (Gross, 2017; Stokes, 2021, ch. 4), and they differ on what constitutes cognitive penetration. Furthermore, some hold that perception is cognitively penetrable but nonetheless encapsulated in Fodor’s (1983) sense (Quilty-Dunn, 2020a; Clarke, 2021a).
5 I construe perceptual processes as repeatable phenomena that can be re-activated on multiple occasions. By the cognitive architecture of a system, I mean, roughly, those aspects of its organization that remain stable through changes in the specific information the system processes, including its decomposition into basic operations and information stores (Pylyshyn, 1984). One complication is that certain architectural constraints are determined by format. In practice, architectural approaches tend to emphasize format-independent architectural constraints on information flow.
7 DRH also does not offer empirically sufficient conditions for being a perceptual process. It is intended only to determine whether a process is perceptual or cognitive, provided that it is one or the other (Beck, 2018). Certain motor processes may also be dimension-restricted (Mylopoulos, 2021). One might also seek further conditions to distinguish perception from nonperceptual sensory states (Burge, 2010; cf. Green, forthcoming).
8 Thanks to Adam Pautz for prompting this clarification. Block (forthcoming, 23–27) entertains the idea that iconicity is an explanatorily deep rather than essential feature of perception but endorses the essentialist view. This commits him to the dubious position that, necessarily, a creature that processed sensory signals entirely via discursive representations would not be perceiving.
I set aside some quibbles with ATM. For instance, it is unclear how the account captures perceptual representations of categorial, nondegreed properties—e.g., binary relations like inside/outside or attached/unattached (Hafri and Firestone, 2021).

Block acknowledges that perceptual icons typically obey the parts principle but argues that holism is “defective” (forthcoming, 192–198). I reject these arguments but cannot address them here.

See also Clarke (2021b, 23–24). One might suggest that Block should treat these cases as perceptual rather than cognitive—an option he sometimes floats (forthcoming, 48). However, while there is perhaps a broad notion of “perception” which includes visual imagery (Beck, 2018), this position seems less plausible for mental arithmetic.

When considering these cases, Block occasionally speculates that the divide he is characterizing is not really the perception/cognition divide, but rather a divide between perception and “propositional and conceptual cognition” (forthcoming, 244). If so, Block’s border isn’t the perception/cognition border after all—only a border between perception and certain kinds of cognition.

Relatedly, Hill (2021) suggests that object files are bundles of feature representations each of which is “tagged” by the time and place at which the feature was instantiated. He proposes that successive feature bundles are treated as a single object when their tags “represent successive positions on a spatio-temporally continuous path” (1406). However, as I’ll explain below, spatiotemporal continuity is not sufficient for perception of object continuity.

While certain cohesion violations impair tracking (vanMarle and Scholl, 2003, experiment 1), these impairments are likely due to the dynamic expansion and contraction of these objects, not their noncohesion (Howe et al., 2013).

I should note that motion on the screen was not strictly continuous. The disc moved in an apparent motion sequence of 15°-step increments. However, such 15°-steps can’t suffice to violate the visual system’s spatiotemporal continuity constraint, since discs undergoing the same sequence were perceived as persisting when size changes were absent.

Block adduces some further evidence. First, there is arguably a high-capacity system of object representation probed in studies of iconic and fragile short-term memory (Landman et al., 2003). Block claims that this high-capacity system is perceptual, while the more capacity-limited system probed in VWM or object-reviewing studies is not. My reply is that perception itself plausibly involves multiple stages of object representation, some more capacity-limited than others. The fact that there is a system of object representation with higher capacity than object files doesn’t show that object files are nonperceptual (cp. Rensink, 2000). Block also cites evidence that center-surround suppression is absent when stimuli are shown sequentially rather than simultaneously (Bloem et al., 2018; although see Kiyonaga and Egner, 2016). He concludes that the computation thought to support center-surround suppression—divisive normalization—is operative in perception but not VWM. However, the view that object files function in both perception and VWM does not entail that they participate in precisely the same computations in both cases. After all, the computational profile of VWM must differ from online perception—otherwise the system would be unable to tell whether a represented object is seen or merely remembered. There is strong evidence that perceptual representations are regularly redeployed in VWM, though their computational profile differs in the latter case (Adam et al., 2021).

Block grants that one might explain his evidence on a hybrid model incorporating iconic and noniconic elements, but counters: “to the extent that spatial and spatio-temporal effects saturate object representations, that view is less attractive” (forthcoming, 199). However, a complete account of object representation must accommodate all the evidence, not just spatial effects. If some evidence decisively supported iconic representation and other evidence decisively supported noniconic representation, a hybrid model could be the best option.

Thanks to Tyler Brooke-Wilson, Alex Byrne, and Selina Guter for detailed comments. Thanks also to Jake Quilty-Dunn for valuable discussion of these issues.

E. J. Green
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